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Introduction
In recent years, deep domain adaptation has gained increasing attention in computer vision community, because that the supreme performances achieved by deep models are normally only restricted in the domain of training data. When those trained models are applied to new environments, significant performance drops have often been observed in various computer vision tasks [4, 5, 9, 32, 47] .
In this work we are specifically interested in the cross domain object detection problem, due to observing the strong demands from real world scenarios. For instance, in autonomous driving, robust object detection is needed in different weather and lighting conditions. Collecting annotation for all conditions can be extremely costly, and therefore models that can adapt to new environments without labeled data are highly desirable.
Designing such domain adaptive detection models can be challenging. Compared to the image classification task, the output of object detection is richer and more complex, consisting of both the class labels and the bounding box locations. The two outputs are intrinsically coupled, making it more vulnerable towards data variance like scene change, weather conditions, camera diversity, etc. Various approaches have been proposed to address such issue, including instance and image level adversarial training [5] , strong and weak adversarial training [32] , graph based consistency [1] , etc.
In this paper, we propose a new approach called Unbiased Mean Teacher (UMT) for cross domain object detection. We build our approach based on the mean teacher (MT) model [40] , which is originally proposed for semisupervised learning. By enforcing the consistency over perturbed unlabeled samples between the teacher and student models via distillation, it naturally gains improved robustness against data variance to some extent, and thus being used as our starting point for cross domain object detection. However, in the presence of a large domain gap, the MT model can be easily biased towards the source domain, as the supervision is mainly from source domain.
To overcome such model bias occurred in the mean teacher model for cross domain object detection, we design the unbiased mean teacher model with three strategies. Firstly, observing the biased teacher model often produce more precise prediction for the source images, we design a cross domain distillation approach by using the source-like target images translated with CycleGAN [48] as the input for teacher model, and original target images as the input for student model. This significantly improves the effectiveness of distillation. Then, to further remedy the model bias of student model, we use the target-like source images as additional labeled data for training. Finally, we incorporate feature level adversarial training into the student network for learning domain-invariant representation.
We extensively evaluate the proposed UMT model on several benchmarks, including PASCAL VOC to Clipart1k, PASCAL VOC to Watercolor2k, Cityscapes to Foggy Cityscapes and SIM10k to Cityscapes. Our new model achieves new state-of-the-art performance on all benchmarks by surpassing existing methods by large margins, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed model.
Related Works
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation: Unsupervised domain adaptation methods are designed to adapt a model from labeled source domain to an unlabeled target domain. Many previous works aim to minimize the distance metric such as maximum mean discrepancy(MMD) [3, 25, 26, 27, 39] . Alternatively, adversarial training with domain classifier is also commonly used to learn domain-invariant representation [8, 9, 34, 42] . More similar to our work, French et al. proposed a model based on the Mean Teacher model [40] , and achieved state-of-the-art results on various benchmarks. Their model includes student and teacher models. The student model is trained using gradient descent while the weights of the teacher network are an exponential moving average of those of the student, and the inconsistency in predictions between the two models is penalized to encourage model robustness. The aforementioned domain adaptation models have focused on the task image classification, while in this work we study a more challenging object detection problem.
Object Detection: Powered by the strong representation power of deep convolution neuron network(DCNN) models [14, 21, 38] , object detection has made a significant progress in recent years. Many DCNN-based methods have been proposed [2, 10, 11, 13, 30, 28, 24, 29, 36, 22, 43] , achieving remarkable performance in benchmarks such as PASCAL VOC [6] and MSCOCO [23] . Among all works, one of the most representative works is Faster RCNN [30] , which first extracts regions of interest(RoIs) by a Region Proposal Network(RPN) and then the prediction is made based on the feature sampled from the RoI. In this work, we test our model using Faster RCNN [30] as our base detection network. But other detection network should also be possible.
Cross Domain Object Detection:
Recently, many works have been proposed to address the domain shift problem occurred in object detection, using different techniques. DA-Faster [5] proposed two components for image-level and instance-level alignment respectively. SCDA [49] introduced a model which focuses on aligning the discriminative regions. MTOR [1] performs Mean Teacher [40] to explore object relation in region-level consistency, inter-graph consistency and intra-graph consistency. SWDA [32] utilizes strong and weak domain classifiers to align local and global features separately. A hierarchical domain feature alignment module is used in MAF [15] and [44] propose to align features across layers. Pixel-level adaptation have also been explored for the task of cross domain object detection. In more details, Shan et al. [35] employs generative adversarial network and the cycle consistency for image translation in the pixel space and minimize domain discrepancy in features. While DM [20] assumes that numerous shifted domain preserves the semantic information of the source domain but present differently. It first yields multiple domains from source and employs multi-domain-invariant representation learning. SPLAT [41] transforms the image using Cy-cleGAN [48] alignment to conduct pixel-level adaptation and introduces paired alignment module between source and target detector that take adapted images as input. Besides, label-level adaptation [18, 19, 31] has also been used for the task and yield improved detection performance. Our proposed Unbiased Mean Teacher model achieves improvements in large margins over the above methods.
The Unbiased Mean Teacher Model
In this section, we start from the mean teacher (MT) model [40] , and discuss how to repurpose it for cross domain object detection. A simple MT model is firstly introduced by applying MT to object detection in a straightforward way. Then, we given an analysis on the model bias problem of MT model in the cross domain object detection task. Based on our analysis, we address the model bias in teacher model and student model respectively, and finally present our unbiased mean teacher model for cross domain object detection.
The Mean Teacher Model
Mean Teacher(MT) [40] was initially proposed for semisupervised learning. It consists of two networks with identical architecture, a student model and a teacher model. The student model is trained using the labeled data as standard, and the teacher model uses the exponential moving average(EMA) weights of the student model. Each sample prediction of the teacher model can be seen as an ensemble of the student model's current and earlier versions, therefore it is more robust and stable. By enforcing the consistency of teacher and student models using a distillation loss based on unlabeled samples, the student model is then guided to be more robust. The MT model has also been extended to unsupervised domain adaptation by using the target domain samples as the unlabeled data for distillation in [7] .
During the distillation, a small perturbation is added to the unlabeled data. By selecting samples with high confidence for prediction, the student model is encouraged to learn more abstract invariances on the unlabeled target samples, thus further enhancing the model robustness. Therefore it is suitable to be applied to object detection, for addressing the issue that object detection model is sensitive to data variance due to simultaneously predicting the tangled bounding boxes and object classes.
However, since the mean teacher did not explicitly address the domain shift problem, when applying the MT model to the cross domain object detection task, the considerable domain shift might cause the predictions from teacher model unreliable, making the distillation less effective (see our investigation in Section 3.3). The recent work [1] proposes to use the region graph to facilitate the distillation, however, it still did not directly address the intrinsic model bias of the mean teacher model. Next, we will start from a simple MT model for cross domain object detection, and then discuss how to effectively deal with the model bias using domain adaptation strategies.
A Simple MT Model for Object Detection
In cross domain object detection task, we have a set of source images annotated with object bounding boxes and their class labels, and a set of unlabeled target images. The task is to learn a model to perform object detection in the target domain.
Formally, let us denote a source image as I s . An image is usually annotated with multiple bounding boxes as well as their class labels. We denote B = {B j | M j=1 } as the set of bounding box coordinates with each B j = (x, y, w, h) representing a bound box. Accordingly, we denote by C = {c j | M j=1 } as the corresponding class labels, in which each c j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , C} corresponds to B j where 0 stands for background, the others for object class, and C is the total number of classes. Then the source domain can be represented as
Similarly the target domain can be defined as
Following the protocol of mean teacher, firstly, the labeled source samples are passed through student model for training. In particular, we employ Faster RCNN [30] as our object detection model. So the loss for training student model with the labeled source samples can be written as:
where L rpn is the loss for the Region Proposal Network(RPN) module which is used for proposal generation, and L roi is the loss for the prediction branch which performs bounding box regression and classification. More details can be found in [30] . Meanwhile, the unlabeled target samples are augmented with random cropping, padding and color jittering(i.e. brightness, contrast, hue and saturation augmentations). The augmented target samples are fed into teacher and student network, respectively, and then we take the highly confident predictions of teacher network to guide the student network via distillation. We denote the augmented target samples asÎ t for student network,Ĩ t for teacher network. The loss for distillation can be defined as:
where T B (Ĩ t i ) and T c (Ĩ t i ) are the confidentially predicted bounding box coordinates and object classes from the teacher network on the augmented imageĨ t i , and L det is the Faster RCNN loss defined in Eq. (1).
Finally, the overall loss of the mean teacher can be obtained by putting together those two losses,
where λ is a trade-off parameter. 
Investigating the Model Bias in Mean Teacher
Although the mean teacher can improve the robustness of predictions on target domain, it is inevitable that learned models will eventually be biased towards the source domain, as the supervision substantially comes from labeled source samples. As a result, in the distillation process, the prediction on the unlabeled target images produced by teacher network could be deficient. This issue might be relatively minor in classification task. However, in object detection, minor biases in localization may cause a considerable difference in feature pooling and therefore class prediction, and thus leads to inferior guidance to the student model.
To verify this, we conduct an experiment on the mean teacher models trained in the aforementioned way on several cross domain object detection datasets. In particular, we aim to investigate whether the teacher model is biased to the source domain, by comparing its performance on source and target samples. To ensure a fair comparison, we use unpaired image-to-image translation by CycleGAN [48] to produce a source-like image for each tar- get image. An example of the source-like image on PAS-CAL VOC→Clipart1k is shown in Fig. 2(d) . We then feed the target samples and the translated source-like samples into the teacher model, and evaluate their detection performance, respectively. The average precisions (APs) of the teacher models for two versions of samples on different datasets are plotted in Fig. 3 . We observe that the APs of teacher models on source-like samples generally outperform their APs on target samples. This clearly confirms our hypothesis that the teacher model is biased towards the source domain.
Healing the Model Bias in Mean Teacher

Healing the Teacher Model Bias
Motivated by the above observation, we propose to remold the mean teacher model by pixel-level adaptation. Instead of using only target samples for distillation, we perform a cross domain distillation by using paired images (I t , P t ), where P t is the source-like version of the target image I t . As illustrated in Fig. 4 , for each distillation iteration, we feed the source-like image P t to the teacher network, and the target image I t to the student network. In this way, the teacher network is expected to produce more precise predictions, thus being able to provide better guidance to the student network. Meanwhile, the student network is optimized over the original target samples for the distillation loss, which encourages its favor of target data. Thus, the original distillation loss in Eq. (2) is modified as,
whereP t is augmented from P t with small perturbations. 
Source-like
Healing The Student Model Bias
As the teacher model is a moving average of the student model, the bias of teacher model essentially comes from the student model. Therefore we also aim to reduce the model bias from the side of student model. Towards the goal, we translate the source images into target-like images. Then the target-like images are used to train the student network, in addition to the supervision from the original source samples. Similarly as in generating source-like images, we use CylceGAN a target-like version image P s for each source image I s (An example of target-like image is shown in Fig. 2(b) .). As the image translation process does not change groundtruth label(i.e., bounding boxes), we use the same label information for target-like images. In this way, the target-like images can encourage the student model to be more favorable of the target domain data, and thus to reduce the bias towards source data. The loss for target-like images can be written as:
which has the same form with the loss in Eq. (1), only replacing I s with P s .
Towards Domain Invariant Feature Learning
To further reduce the model bias of student model, we additionally apply a domain discrepancy loss to the student model for learning domain-invariant representation. Particularly, we employ the adversarial training strategy and take the adversarial training loss in the recent work SWDA [32] as an example due to its excellent performance on cross domain object detection. However, other techniques like [5, 8, 9, 25, 39] can also be incorporated into our model, and we leave this for future study. Specifically, in SWDA the adversarial training component optimizes two losses on different feature-level. For the local feature, it designs strong element-wise feature map alignment module. For the global feature map, a weak alignment module is used to focus the adversarial loss on globally similar images and puts less attention on aligning globally dissimilar images. The feature-level adaptation loss can be written as:
where L local and L golbal are respectively the local and global adversarial loss, d ∈ {0, 1} is the domain label with 0 being source and 1 being target, and I represent either a source or target image. More details of this adversarial loss can be found in [32] . 
The Overall Model
We illustrate the overall architecture of our Unbiased Mean Teacher in Fig. 4 . The source-like and target-like data are generated offline. Then the model is trained jointly by optimizing all losses in an end-to-end manner. The overall training objective can be written as
where the loss terms are respectively the detection loss on source samples defined in Eq. (1), the detection loss on target-like samples defined in Eq. (5), the cross domain distillation loss defined in Eq. (4), and the adversarial loss defined in Eq. (6), and λ and η are trade-off parameters.
Experiments
To validate the effectiveness of our approach, we compare with state-of-the-arts methods for cross domain object detection on benchmark datasets with three different types of domain shifts, including 1) real images to artistic images, 2) normal weather to adverse weather, 3) synthetic images to real images.
As a common practice, we adopt the protocol of unsupervised cross domain object detection in [5] . Full annotations including the bounding boxes and the corresponding classes labels of objects are available for the source domain training data, while the target domain only contains unlabeled images. Moreover, we can access only the unlabeled train set in the target domain, while the target domain test set is strictly held out during the training phase.
Implementation Details: Following [5, 32] , we take the Faster RCNN [30] model as the base object detection model for our Unbiased Mean Teacher approach. The ResNet-101 [14] or VGG16 [38] model pre-trained on Im-ageNet [21] is used as the backbone for the Faster RCNN model. Following the implementation of Faster RCNN with ROI-alignment [46, 12] , we rescale all images by setting the shorter side of the image to 600 while keeping the image aspect ratios. For the mean teacher and our model, unless otherwise stated, we set the trade-off parameter λ = 0.1 for all the experiments. We train the student network with a learning rate of 0.001 for the first 50k iterations and schedule linear decay for the learning rate to 0.0001 for the next 30k iterations. Each batch consists of four image samples: source, target, source-like and target-like. The weight smooth coefficient parameter α of the exponential moving average for the teacher model is set to 0.99. Other experimental hyper- 
Real to Artistic Adaptation
Datasets: In this experiment, we test our model with domain shift between the real image domain and artistic image domain. Following [32, 37] , we combine the PASCAL VOC 2007 and PASCAL VOC 2012 datasets as the source domain, and use the Clipart1k and Watercolor2k datasets as target domains, respectively. The Clipart1k dataset contains 1, 000 images from the same 20 classes as the PAS-CAL VOC dataset, which is split equally into a training set and a test set, containing 500 images each. We use the training set as the unlabeled target domain samples for domain adaptation in the training phase, and the test set are held out for evaluation. The Watercolor2k consists of 2, 000 images from 6 classes in common with the PASCAL VOC dataset. Similarly, we use 1, 000 images of as the target unlabeled training data for training models, and the remaining 1, 000 images are held out for testing.
We include the results from state-of-the-art methods DM [20] , SWDA [32] and the recently proposed SCL [37] for comparison. Besides, we report the oracle result by training a Faster RCNN model using the same images with target domain but with the ground truth annotations, which can be viewed as a reference for the upperbound adaptation performance. All methods are built on the Faster RCNN model, where ImageNet pre-trained ResNet101 [14] is used as the backbone network.
Results: We report the average precision (AP) of each class as well as the mean AP over all classes in in Table 1 and Table 2 for object detection on the Clipart1k and Wa-tercolor2k datasets, respectively.
To understand the individual impact of the proposed components, we include several special versions of our UMT model for ablation study as follows: 1) UMT S is the simple mean teacher model by optimizing the loss in Eq. (3); 2) UMT SC is the mean teacher model with our cross domain distillation strategy as described in Section 3.4.1; and 3) UMT SCA is the mean teacher model with both our cross domain distillation strategy in Section 3.4.1 and using the target-like images to augment the training set for the student model as described in Section 3.4.2.
We take the Clipart1k dataset as an example to explain the experimental results. In particular, the simple MT model UMT S obtain a mean AP of 33.6%, which outperforms result of 29.1% from the source only baseline. This proves that the mean teacher model could help to improve the robustness of object detection model against data variance considerably. However, the improvement is not as significant as other state-of-the-art methods like DM, SWDA, and SCL, possibly due to the model bias problem as analysed in Section 3.3. By using the cross domain distillation the result is boosted to 37.6% (i.e., UMT SC ), which is further improved to 41.8% (i.e., UMT SCA ) with additionally using the target-like augmentation strategy. Note that the result of UMT SC is already on par with the state-of-the-art result on this dataset (i.e., DM), which clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of our strategies for handling the model biases in mean teacher. By further applying the domain invariant feature learning, our finally UMT model reaches 42.7%, which gives the new state-of-the-art performance for cross domain object detection on the Clipart1k dataset. The above obser-vations are similar for the Watercolor2k dataset.
Adaptation in Inverse Weather
Datasets: In this experiment, we follow the setting in [5] . The training set of the Cityscapes dataset is used as the source domain, and the Foggy Cityscapes dataset [33] is used as the target domain. The Cityscapes dataset is collected from the urban street scene captured in 50 cities. The dataset contains 2, 975 images in train set and 500 images in validation set. The Foggy Cityscapes is a synthetic foggy scene dataset rendered using the images and depth maps from Cityscapes, which therefore has the same data split as the Cityscapes dataset, i.e. a training set of 2, 975 images a validation set of 500 images. We take labeled Cityscapes train set images and unlabeled Foggy Cityscapes train set images in our experiment, and report the evaluated results on the validation set of Foggy Cityscapes. Although there exists one-to-one correspondence between images in Cityscapes and Foggy Cityscapes datasets, we do not leverage such information in unsupervised domain adaptation.
Besides the baselines compared in last experiment, we further include DA-Faster [5] , PF [35] , SCDA [49] , MAF [15] , WD [45] , and MTOR [1] for comparison. The setup for special cases of our UMT approach and the oracle method is the same as those in the previous experiment. All methods are built on Faster RCNN, where the VGG16 [38] pre-trained on ImageNet [21] is used as the backbone.
Results: Object detection in foggy scene images is extremely challenging due to the low visibility caused by the foggy weather. The current best state-of-the-art result on this dataset is 37.9% from the recently released work SCL [37] . However, the special case of our approach UMT SC which using mean teacher with cross domain distillation already outperforms SCL with a mean AP of 39.2%. This again validates the effectiveness of the cross domain distillation strategy for improving the mean teacher model for cross domain object detection. Our final UMT model shows improved performance in all classes compared to SCL, and reaches a mean AP of 41.4%. Interestingly, this result exceeds the oracle result on this dataset, showing that the clear weather images with high visibility are useful for boosting the limits the object detection in the adverse foggy weather with low visibility, without requiring any annotations on those low visibility images.
Synthetic to Real
Datasets: Following [5] , the SIM10k dataset [17] is used as the source domain, and the Cityscapes dataset is used as the target domain. The SIM10K dataset contains 10, 000 images of the computer-rendered driving scene from the Grand Theft Auto(GTAV) game. The training set of Cityscapes is used the target training samples, and the validation set is used for evaluation. Results: Similarly as in the experiment for adverse weather, we use ImageNet pertained model as the backbone for our approach, and compare with existing state-of-thearts using the same setting.
The AP on detecting cars for different approaches are reported in Table 4 . Similarly as in the previous experiments, we observe that our UMT approach gradually improves the MT model by addressing its model bias with different strategies. Our final model also achieves the new state-of-the-art AP of 43.1% on this dataset using VGG-16 as the backbone, which again demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed approach.
Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a new model named as Unbiased Mean Teacher for cross domain object detection. We address the challenge that object detection models are often vulnerable to data variance, especially in the domain scenarios. Our model is based on the mean teacher model. Motivated by our analysis on the model bias towards source data, we designed three highly effective strategies to remedy the bias. In particular, we firstly propose a new cross domain distillation to maximally exploit the expertise of the teacher model. Then, we further augment the training samples for the student model with pixel-level adaptation to reduce its model bias. Lastly, the feature level adversarial training is incorporated for learning domain-invariant representation. Extensive experiments are conducted on multiple benchmark datasets, where our proposed model surpasses the existing state-of-the-art models by large margins, which clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed approach.
